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Peoples of the Roman World 2012-02-13
in this highly illustrated book mary t boatwright examines five of the
peoples incorporated into the roman world from the republican through
the imperial periods northerners greeks egyptians jews and christians
she explores over time the tension between assimilation and
distinctiveness in the roman world as well as the changes effected in
rome by its multicultural nature underlining the fundamental importance
of diversity in rome s self identity the book explores roman tolerance
of difference and community as the romans expanded and consolidated
their power and incorporated other peoples into their empire the peoples
of the roman world provides an accessible account of rome s social
cultural religious and political history exploring the rich literary
documentary and visual evidence for these peoples and rome s reactions
to them

The Edges of the Roman World 2014-06-12
the edges of the roman world is a volume consisting of seventeen papers
dealing with different approaches to cultural changes that occurred in
the context of roman imperial politics papers are mainly focused on
societies on the fringes both social and geographical and their response
to roman imperialism this volume is not a textbook but rather a
collection of different approaches which address the same problem of
roman imperialism in local contexts the volume is greatly inspired by
the first imperialism and identities at the edges of the roman world
conference held at the petnica science center in 2012

The Ancient Roman World 2005
introduces the history culture and people of ancient rome and examines
its many contributions to the development of western society

The Roman World 1988
from the epic poems of homer to the glittering art and architecture of
greece s golden age to the influential roman systems of law and
leadership the classical world has established the foundations of our
culture as well as many of its enduring achievements astonishingly in
depth in its coverage of the entire 1000 year history of the classical
world and richly illustrated the oxford history of the classical world
offers the general reader the definitive companion to the graeco roman
world its history and its achievements the first volume classical greece



and the hellenistic world covers the period from the eighth to first
centuries b c a period unparalleled in history for its brilliance in
literature philosophy and the visual arts it also treats the
hellenization of the middle east by the monarch established in the area
conquered by alexander the great the second volume classical rome covers
early rome and italy the expansion of the roman republic the foundation
of the roman empire by augustus its consolidation in the first two
centuries a d and the later empire and its influence on western
civilization

War and Society in the Roman World 1993
focuses on the changing relationship between warfare and the roman
citizenry

A History of the Roman World from 30 B.C. to
A.D. 138 1968
includes an account of political and military developments and including
sections on social economic an cultural life this book presents a survey
of the roman world at a time when the principate was established and the
pax romana consolidated

The Roman World 2002
when originally published in 1987 this book was hailed as a landmark in
the study of the roman world now back in print with a new preface by the
author it is still the most comprehensive survey of the roman world
available ranging from the founding of rome in the eighth century bc and
throughout the empire and beyond this book will continue to be an
essential resource on the subject for many years to come

Who's Who in the Roman World 2002-09-26
who s who in the roman world is a wide ranging biographical survey of
one of the greatest civilizations in history covering a period from the
5th century bc to ad 364 this is an authoritative and hugely enjoyable
guide to an era which continues to fascinate today the figures included
come from all walks of roman life and include some of history s most
famous not to mention infamous figures as well as hitherto little known
but no less fascinating characters these include the notorious emperors
caligula nero elagabalus commodus the great poets philosophers and



historians virgil tacitus seneca ovid the brilliant politicians and
soldiers hannibal scipio caesar mark antony constantine noteworthy
citizens acte mistress of nero catiline the revolutionary spartacus
champion of the slaves gaius verres the corrupt governor of sicily the
inclusion of cross referencing a glossary of terms select bibliographies
maps genealogies and an author s preface complete what is at once a
superb reference resource and an enormously entertaining read

The Roman World 2009
explore early europe from the first farmers and the people who built
stonehenge to the mighty romans whose empire stretched from the middle
east to england book jacket

The Roman World 2001-06-08
the 57 documents in this sourcebook introduce readers to many of the
major topics of roman history from the period of the twelve tables c 451
bc to the later roman empire each of the selections has been chosen for
its historical significance and intrinsic interest and is introduced and
annotated by the editor

Work, Labour, and Professions in the Roman World
2016-10-11
work labour and professions in the roman world offers new insights ideas
and interpretations on the role of labour and human resources in the
roman economy the book approaches labour not only as an economic
phenomenon but gives attention also to work as social and cultural
phenomenon

The Roman World 44 BC–AD 180 2002-04-12
goodman presents a lucid and balanced picture of the roman world
examining the roman empire from a variety of perspectives cultural
political civic social and religious

The World of Rome 1997-03-06
the world of rome is an introduction to the history and culture of rome
for students at university and at school as well as for anyone seriously
interested in the ancient world drawing on the latest scholarship it



covers all aspects of the city its rise to power what made it great and
why it still engages and challenges us today the first two chapters
outline the history and changing identity of rome from 1000 bc to ad 476
subsequent chapters examine the mechanisms of government the economic
and social life of rome and roman ways of looking at and reflecting the
world frequent quotations from ancient writers and numerous
illustrations make this a stimulating and accessible introduction to
ancient rome the world of rome is particularly designed to serve as a
background book to reading latin cambridge university press 1986

The Transformation of the Roman World AD 400-900
1997
book accompanies 5 exhibitions includes bibliographical references p 249
255 and index

Experiencing Rome 2000
first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an
informa company

The Cambridge Illustrated History of the Roman
World 2003-11-03
new history richly illustrated in colour and aimed at the general reader

Warfare in the Roman World 2020-09-17
thematic treatment of the broader impact of warfare in the roman world
integrating late antiquity alongside the republic and principate

Gardens of the Roman World 2004
romans loved their gardens whether they were the grand gardens of
imperial country estates or the small private spaces tucked behind city
houses they treasured gardens both as places for relaxation and as plots
to grow ornamental plants as well as fruits and vegetables the soothing
sound of bubbling fountains often added further to the pleasures of life
in the garden romans constructed gardens in every corner of their empire
from britain to north africa and from portugal to asia minor long after
their empire collapsed the gardens they had so carefully planted
continued to exert influence in the farflung corners of their former



world this book describes the variety of roman gardens throughout the
empire from the humblest to the most lavish including such well known
places as hadrian s villa in tivoli and the gardens of pompeii and
herculaneum the continued influence of roman gardens is traced though
arabic medieval and renaissance gardens to the present day many of the
lavish illustrations were commissioned for this book

Rome 2012-07-10
woolf expertly recounts how the mammoth roman empire was created how it
was sustained in crisis and how it shaped the world of its rulers and
subjects a story spanning a millennium and a half of history

An Introduction to the Roman World 1970
a companion to the roman empire provides readers with a guide both to
roman imperial history and to the field of roman studies taking account
of the most recent discoveries this companion brings together thirty
original essays guiding readers through roman imperial history and the
field of roman studies shows that roman imperial history is a compelling
and vibrant subject includes significant new contributions to various
areas of roman imperial history covers the social intellectual economic
and cultural history of the roman empire contains an extensive
bibliography

A Companion to the Roman Empire 2009-12-02
in the first century bc lending and borrowing by the senators was the
talk of rome and even provoked political crises during this same period
the state tax farmers were handling enormous sums and exploiting the
provinces of the empire until now no book has presented a synthetic view
of roman banking and financial life as a whole from the time of the
appearance of the first bankers shops in the forum between 318 and 310
bc down to the end of the principate in ad 284 professor andreau writes
of the business deals of the elite and the professional bankers and also
of the interventions of the state to what extent did the spirit of
profit and enterprise predominate over the traditional values of the
city of rome and what economic role did these financiers play how should
we compare that role to that of their counterparts in later periods



Banking and Business in the Roman World
1999-10-14
this book applies modern theories of globalisation to the ancient roman
world creating new understandings of roman archaeology and history this
is the first book to intensely scrutinize the subject through a team of
international specialists studying a wide range of topics including
imperialism economics migration urbanism and art

Who was who in the Roman World, 753 BC-AD 476
1980
this volume approaches three key concepts in roman history gender memory
and identity and demonstrates the significance of their interaction in
all social levels and during all periods of imperial rome when societies
as well as individuals form their identities remembrance and references
to the past play a significant role the aim of gender memory and
identity in the roman world is to cast light on the constructing and the
maintaining of both public and private identities in the roman empire
through memory and to highlight in particular the role of gender in that
process while approaching this subject the contributors to this volume
scrutinise both the literature and material sources pointing out how
widespread the close relationship between gender memory and identity was
a major aim of gender memory and identity in the roman world as a whole
is to point out the significance of the interaction between these three
concepts in both the upper and lower levels of roman society and how it
remained an important question through the period from augustus right
into late antiquity

A History of the Roman World from A.D. 138 to
337 1958
the pax romana is famous for having provided a remarkable period of
peace and stability rarely seen before or since yet the romans were
first and foremost conquerors imperialists who took by force a vast
empire stretching from the euphrates in the east to the atlantic coast
in the west their peace meant roman victory and was brought about by
strength and dominance rather than co existence with neighbours the
romans were aggressive and ruthless and during the creation of their
empire millions died or were enslaved but the pax romana was real not
merely the boast of emperors and some of the regions in the empire have



never again lived for so many generations free from major wars so what
exactly was the pax romana and what did it mean for the people who found
themselves brought under roman rule acclaimed historian adrian
goldsworthy tells the story of the creation of the empire revealing how
and why the romans came to control so much of the world and asking
whether the favourable image of the roman peace is a true one he
chronicles the many rebellions by the conquered and describes why these
broke out and why most failed at the same time he explains that
hostility was only one reaction to the arrival of rome and from the
start there was alliance collaboration and even enthusiasm for joining
the invaders all of which increased as resistance movements faded away a
ground breaking and comprehensive history of the roman peace pax romana
takes the reader on a journey from the bloody conquests of an aggressive
republic through the age of caesar and augustus to the golden age of
peace and prosperity under diligent emperors like marcus aurelius
offering a balanced and nuanced reappraisal of life in the roman empire

A History of the Roman World from 753-146 B.C.
1961
this sweeping history of the roman empire from 44 bc to ad 235 has three
purposes to describe what was happening in the central administration
and in the entourage of the emperor to indicate how life went on in
italy and the provinces in the towns in the countryside and in the army
camps and to show how these two different worlds impinged on each other
colin wells s vivid account is now available in an up to date second
edition

Globalisation and the Roman World 2015
fergus millar is one of the most influential contemporary historians of
the ancient world his essays and books including the emperor in the
roman world and the roman near east have enriched our understanding of
the greco roman world in fundamental ways in his writings millar has
made the inhabitants of the roman empire central to our conception of
how the empire functioned he also has shown how and why rabbinic judaism
christianity and islam evolved from within the wider cultural context of
the greco roman world opening this collection of sixteen essays is a new
contribution by millar in which he defends the continuing significance
of the study of classics and argues for expanding the definition of what
constitutes that field in this volume he also questions the dominant
scholarly interpretation of politics in the roman republic arguing that
the roman people not the senate were the sovereign power in republican



rome in so doing he sheds new light on the establishment of a new regime
by the first roman emperor caesar augustus

Gender, Memory, and Identity in the Roman World
2019
this volume looks at all these aspects of life in the roman empire

A History of the Roman World from 30 B. C. to A.
D. 138 1944
this volume presents the proceedings of the ninth workshop of the
international network impact of empire which concentrates on the history
of the roman empire it focuses on different ways in which rome created
changed and influenced perceptions of frontiers

Pax Romana 2016-08-11
covering the period from ad 14 to 284 this book reviews the social and
economic history of the roman empire topics include governments and
administration state and subject italy and africa the book is
supplemented by fours chapters by other authors d berciu richard n frye
georg kossack and tamara talbot rice on the parthians and sasanid
persians dacians scytho sarmatians and germans

The Roman Empire 1995
explores single men and women in the roman world their ways of life and
their reasons for remaining unmarried

Rome, the Greek World, and the East 2003-01-14
the remains of roman roads are a powerful reminder of the travel and
communications system that was needed to rule a vast and diverse empire
yet few people have questioned just how the romans both military and
civilians travelled or examined their geographical understanding in an
era which offered a greatly increased potential for moving around and a
much bigger choice of destinations this volume provides new perspectives
on these issues and some controversial arguments for instance that
travel was not limited to the elite and that maps as we know them did
not exist in the empire the military importance of transport and
communication networks is also a focus as is the imperial post system



cursus publicus and the logistics and significance of transport in both
conquest and administration with more than forty photographs maps and
illustrations this collection provides a new understanding of the role
and importance of travel and of the nature of geographical knowledge in
the roman world

The Old Roman World: The Grandeur and Failure of
Its Civilization 1874
originally published between 1920 70 the history of civilization was a
landmark in early twentieth century publishing it was published at a
formative time within the social sciences and during a period of
decisive historical discovery the aim of the general editor c k ogden
was to summarize the most up to date findings and theories of historians
anthropologists archaeologists and sociologists this reprinted material
is available as a set or in the following groupings prehistory and
historical ethnography set of 12 0 415 15611 4 800 00 greek civilization
set of 7 0 415 15612 2 450 00 roman civilization set of 6 0 415 15613 0
400 00 eastern civilizations set of 10 0 415 15614 9 650 00 judaeo
christian civilization set of 4 0 415 15615 7 250 00 european
civilization set of 11 0 415 15616 5 700 00

Everyday Life in the Roman Empire 2010
using a wide range of epigraphic archaeological numismatic and literary
evidence northern italy in the roman world traces the evolution of
northern italy from the bronze age to late antiquity and examines how
the roman state dramatically changed the region this study on a much
neglected part of the roman world uses northern italy as a case study
for examining the impact of the roman empire on areas that it controlled
the book finds that while levels of roman intervention varied
considerably over time the roman state greatly influenced both local and
transregional developments this influence is shown to be pervasive and
reflected in material ranging from loom weights to social networks and
from ritual horse burials to the careers of writers

Frontiers in the Roman World 2011-05-10

The Roman Empire and Its Neighbours 1968



The Single Life in the Roman and Later Roman
World 2019-02-14

Travel and Geography in the Roman Empire
2012-12-06

A History of the Roman World from 753 to 146
B.C. 1935

The Roman World 2015-04-22

Northern Italy in the Roman World 2018-05-15
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